Trellis coded modulation (TCM) is a scheme that enhances the error performance without extra power not bandwidth. This paper presents a modified Super-Orthogonal Trellis-Coded Spatial Modulation (SOTC-SM) based on a cyclic structure of the Space Time Coding. The developed code benefits from expanded codebook of the Space Time Block Coded Spatial Modulation (STBC-SM) to enhance the coding gain. The set-partitioning and the code design based on the expanded codebook was given for codes with rate of 2 and 3 bps and can be easily extended to higher rates. The Bit-Error Rate (BER) performance of the proposed scheme was evaluated via computer simulation. It was shown that the proposed scheme outperforms the SOTC-SM performance for the same number of transmit antennas.
Introduction
There are increasing demands for high data rates in modern wireless communication systems. Therefore, researchers are trying their best to develop new technologies and protocols for maximizing both the throughput and spectral efficiency. These efforts are highly important to meet the requirements of the fifth generation wireless systems that are expected to be deployed beyond 2020. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems take advantage of transmitter multiple antennas to either send different data streams which provide multiplexing gain as the same data stream to achieve diversity gain [1] . However, multiplexing MIMO such as the Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) [2] [3] scheme suffers from a substantial decoding complexity [4] . Space Time without the knowledge of the channel stat information at the transmitter.
Space Shift Keying (SSK) [6] and Spatial Modulation(SM) [7] are novel developments that utilize the multiple antennas at the transmitter to provide multiplexing gain with lower complexity than the VBLAST [8] . The main advantages offered by the SSK and SM schemes are that no Inter-Antenna Synchronization (IAS) is required and the Inter-Channel Interference (ICI) does not form a problem at the receiver [8] . This is because only one single transmit antenna is activated in any symbol duration. However, both SSK and SM do not offer a transmit diversity. Space Time Trellis Codes (STTCs) are introduced by Tarokh et al. [13] by joining the concept of multi-antenna system with channel coding. The STTCs introduce both diversity and coding gains compared to lower complexity space-time block codes which achieve only diversity gain. Instead of using rank and determinant criterion to determine the coding gain, Chen in [14] used the trace criterion which governs the coding for systems with large transmit and/or receive antennas. In [15] , the authors introduced STTCs with better distance spectrum. Super orthogonal space trellis time codes (SO-STTC) has been introduced by Jafarkhani in [16] . The SO-STTCs outperform most of the previous STTCs and with lower complexity [17] .
Spatial Modulation for trellis coding (SM-TC) has been introduced in [18] . In [19] , the set partitioning of SO-STTCs is applied to space-time block coded Spatial Modulation to construct super orthogonal trellis coded spatial modulation (SOTC-SM). It has been shown in [19] that SOTC-SM achieves significantly better bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) performance than SM-TC.
Quadrature spatial modulation has been introduced in [20] with higher spectral efficiency than conventional spatial modulation. Trellis codes based on QSM is introduced in [21] but it has no transmit diversity.
In this paper, instead of using the cyclic structure of STBC-CSM proposed in [22] to increase the data rate, it is used in this paper to expand the codebook of the trellis space time coded spatial modulation. This allows for superior performance with less number of transmit antenna compared to the code introduced in [19] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the STBC-CSM of [22] is explained. In Section 3, the modified trellis code structure based on STBC-CSM is introduced. In Section 4, the new code structure and different examples are explained. Finally, the results are presented in Section 5, and the
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paper is concluded in Section 6.
The Code Design
In this section, the cyclic space time coded spatial modulation (STBC-CSM) which is the basic building block of our trellis code will be explained.
STBC-CSM
Alamouti in [4] has introduced a simple scheme to achieve transmitter space-time diversity without the channel state information being known at the transmitter. The scheme is developed for two transmit antennas where the transmission matrix is given by,
where 1 s and 2 s are the transmitted symbols drawn from PSK/QAM constellation. Space time block coded spatial modulation (STBC-SM) based on Alamouti matrix is introduced in [10] . In each time instance, two antennas are active and these antennas transmit the Alamouti matrix in two consecutive time slots. The indices of the active antennas are used for spatial multiplexing.
In, [18] , the data rate of the STBC-SM is increased using cyclic structure of the transmitted matrix. The scheme is denoted as STBC-CSM. The STBC-CSM's transmission matrix for system with t N transmit antennas has the following structure,
where the transmitting antenna indices for the Alamouti matrix are defined as i and j:
SO-STBC and Set Partitioning
The super orthogonal trellis codes introduced in [19] are based on Alamouticodes for two transmit antennas [4] . The transmission matrices are defined as,
where θ is chosen such as there is no expansion on the constellation size. If we consider the code with θ = 0 is the original code then the different values of θ are used to expand the code matrices. Instead of using the rotation angle, θ, in [19] , the expansion of the codebook is done in the spatial domain using a number of transmit antennas, N t > 2. The scheme is called super orthogonal trellis coded spatial modulation (SOTC-SM) where it is proven by computer simulation that the bit error rate of the SOTC-SM is significantly better than the SO-STBC for the same number of trellis states and transitions in expense of using higher number of transmit antennas.
The set partitioning for the trellis codes in the SOTC-SM is based on the coding gain difference (CGD). Table 1 and Table 2 ; respectively.
Code Structure
The code construction using the STBC-CSM is provided in this section. Code design for 2 and 3 bits/s/Hz is provided but codes with higher rates can be easily constructed using the same approach. The number of transmit antennas can also take any order but in the provided examples and for the sake of comparison with [19] , 4 to 6 transmit antennas are used. An example of a trellis code is given in Figure 2 where each node in the figure represents a state, the element, ij S represents the transmission vector/matrix when we move from the state i to the state j. As in [19] , the new code structure is represented by S × S state transition matrices where S is the number of Trellis states.
The entries of each transition matrix represent the parallel codewords that are transmitted from the i th state to the j th state, where i is the row index and j is the column index.
Example of 8 state code for N t = 4 is given in matrix 5. In Equation (6) and Equation (7) represents 8-state and 16-state code for N t = 6; respectively. The entry, aba ij X , is a matrix as in (2) where i and j represents the indices of nonzero columns and aba is a pointer to the transmitted symbols as in Table 1 and Table 2 .
Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we present some simulation results for the SOTC-CSM system with different number of transmit antennas and make comparison with SOTC-SM. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a modified version of SOTC-SM. The new code is denoted as SOTC-CSM is based on extended codebook provided by cyclic space time spatial codes. It has been shown through computer simulations that the proposed SOTC-CSM schemes achieve significantly better error performance than SOTC-CSM with the same decoding complexity. The research results allow for designating trellis codes based on better distributed distance spectrum STBC code.
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